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Let A be a real quadratic algebra of dimension s3 which satisfies the basic
relations of hypercomplex systems. For a large positive parameter X, let A(X )
denote the number of squares :2 with : # A, : integral, and all s components of :2
lying in the interval [&X, X]. With particular regard to Cayley’s octaves, and
generalizing former results concerning Gaussian integers by H. Mu ller and W. G.
Nowak, and Hurwitz integral quaternions by the author, we show that
A(X )=c X s2&d X (s&1)2+O(X(log X )&12+X (s&2)2$(X ))( X   ),
where c and d are certain positive constants depending on s, and $(X ) is any upper
bound of the error term in the divisor problem, e.g. $(X )=X2373+=.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Let A be a real algebra of order s3 where the basal units ui (0i<s)
satisfy the primary Hamilton relations u0ui=uiu0=ui (0i<s), ui uj=
&ujui (0<i< j<s), and u2i =&u0 (0<i<s). The most important examples
of such algebras are of course Hamilton’s quaternions in dimension s=4
and the division algebra O of Cayley’s octaves in dimension s=8.
In a previous article [11] we developed an asymptotic formula for the
number of squares q2 # [&X, X]4 (X  ) of integral quaternions q,
generalizing a result of Mu ller and Nowak [12] who investigated the dis-
tribution of squares of Gaussian integers. With particular regard to the
algebra O, in the present paper we are going to derive a formula for the
number of squares :2 with : # A, : integral, and all s components of :2
lying in the interval [&X, X], where X is a large positive parameter.
In this connection of course the fundamental question is: what are
integral elements in A? If A equals the algebra of the quaternions it is easy
to answer the question. If J is a subring of the division ring Q4 of all
rational quaternions such that J is finitely generated and contains the four
basal units, then either J equals Z4 or J equals the ring J=Z4 _ ( 12+Z)
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(cf. [7]). From the arithmetic point of view the latter is to be preferred,
since the Euclidean division algorithm works in J but fails in Z4. Hence the
integral quaternions are exactly the elements of J and J is called the
Hurwitz ring of integral quaternions. Already in the case that A=O things
are more complicated. Let R be the family of all (non-associative) subrings
R of Q8 which contain all eight basal units of O and have the property that
the Abelian group (R, +) is finitely generated. It is not difficult to verify
that the family R remains unchanged if the property
the Abelian group (R, +) is finitely generated
is replaced by
the norm of every : # R is a rational integer.
Then it is plain that if R # R then R/( 12Z)
8. There are at least five
objects in the family R. One member of R is Z8, a second is J_J, three
further are the maximal systems in Dickson [2], Theorem XV. But there
is no ring R # R known where the Euclidean division algorithm succeeds
and hence no object in R is first choice for a ‘‘domain of integral Cayley
numbers.’’
In the general case almost nothing is known concerning the arithmetics
of discrete subrings of A. Since in [11] we have already investigated the
distribution of the squares of Hurwitz integral quaternions, in this paper
we concentrate on the s-dimensional standard lattice and call : # A integral
if and only if :=k0u0+k1u1+ } } } +ks&1us&1 with ki # Z.
Let 1 :=Zu0+Zu1+ } } } +Zus&1, so that 1 is the smallest abelian sub-
group of (A, +) which contains all basal units of A. 1 is a (not
necessarily associative) ring provided that ui uj # 1 (0<i< j<s), which is
the case if A equals the Cayley algebra O. Now, the main result of the
present paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For positive real X let A(X ) :=|[%2 | % # 1 7 %2 # s&1k=0
[&X, X] uk]|. Further let ;s equal the volume of the s-dimensional domain
x0 , x1 , } } } , xs&10 ; &1x20&(x
2
1+x
2
2+ } } } +x
2
s&1)
1 ; x0xi  12 ( 0<i<s ).
Then
A(X )=2s&1;s X s2&
? (s&1)2
21((s+1)2)
X (s&1)2+2(X ),
where the remainder term 2(X) is given as follows.
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(i) If s=3 then 2(X )=:X(log X)&12+O(X(log X)&32) (X  ),
:=(2 > (1& p&2))&12, with p running through the primes #3 (mod 4).
(ii) If s4 then 2(X ) = O(X s 2 & 50 73 (log X)461 146)(X  ). The
O-constant depends only on s.
Concerning the Cayley algebra O, there is another natural generalization
of the problem in Mu ller and Nowak [12] the following theorem deals
with.
Let Re(:) := :0 and Im(:) := (:1 , :2 , :3 , :4 , :5 , :6 , :7) denote the
real part and imaginary part (or vector part) of the Cayley-number
:=(:0 , :1 , :2 , :3 , :4 , :5 , :6 , :7), respectively.1 Further, for a # Rn let |a|
denote the Euclidean norm of a.
Theorem 2. For positive real X let A (X) :=|[%2 | % # Z8 7 |Re(%2)|,
|Im(%2)|X]|. Then as X  ,
A (X )=
?3
9
X 4&8?3105 X 72+O(X 3).
Remark. Concerning the sharpness of the error estimates, in both
theorems the situation is similar to that in the case of the quaternions (cf.
[11]). There we had to count integral and half odd integral points in non-
convex, four-dimensional domains. Here we have to count ordinary lattice
points in non-convex, s-dimensional domains. For the lattice rest of a
s-dimensional convex body with smooth boundary, Hlawka’s classical
upper bound is O(X (s&2)2+1(s+1)) (cf. [6]). The sharpest-known estimate
is due to Kra tzel and Nowak [10] and reads O(X (s&2)2+*(s) (log X ){(s))
with *(s)=4(5s+2), {(s)=10(5s+2) if 3s6, and *(s)=3(4s),
{(s)=2s if s7.2
In Theorem 2 our estimate is better than the estimates in the convex
case. Moreover, the estimate equals the best possible estimate of the lattice
rest of an eight-dimensional ball. In Theorem 1 the upper bound is coarser,
but similarly as in [11] there are good reasons (very good reasons if s8)
that an improvement is only possible together with an improvement of the
sharpest-known estimate in the divisor problem.
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1 Since the concept of real and imaginary part is common only for complex numbers,
quaternions and octaves, we abstain from formulating a s-dimensional version of Theorem 2
whose proof is analogous. (The 4-dimensional case has already been treated in [11].)
2 W. Mu ller has announced a further improvement for s-dimensional convex bodies which
reads O(X (s&2)2+*(s)+=) with *(3)=1043, *(4)=317, and *(s)=(s+4)(2s2+2s+4) if
s5.
2. SQUARING HYPERCOMPLEX NUMBERS
If :=:0u0+ } } } +:s&1us&1 # A then :2=(2 :0) :&(:20+ } } } +:
2
s&1) u0 .
3
Hence the algebra A is quadratic and, without referring to the Frobenius
lemma, we realize that the imaginary space Im A := [: # A"Ru0 _ [0] |
:2 # Ru0] is a real vector space and A=Ru0 Im A. Since there is a
canonical isomorphism from our algebra A onto Rs, we may identify A
with Rs, 1 with Zs, Ru0 with R, and Im A with [0]_Rs&1. Then for
a=(a0 , a1 ,..., as&1) # A=Rs,
a2=(a20&(a
2
1+a
2
2+ } } } +a
2
s&1), 2a0a1 , 2a0a2 , } } } , 2a0as&1).
Therefore, a2 # [&X, X]s iff a # K(X), where
K(X )=[(a0 , a1 ,..., as&1) # Rs | |a20&(a
2
1+ } } } +a
2
s&1)|
X 7 |a0a i |X2(1i<s)].
Further, in the case that A=O, |Re(a2)|, |Im(a2)|X iff a # K (X ), where
K (X )=[(a0 , a1 ,..., a7) # R8 | |a20&(a
2
1+ } } } +a
2
7)|
X 7 4a20 (a
2
1+a
2
2 } } } +a
2
7)X
2].
Define an equivalence relation t on A by atb iff a2=b2. Concerning
the equivalence classes [a]t we observe that (similarly as in the world of
quaternions) [a]t=[a, &a] if a # A"Im A, and [a]t=[b # Im A | |b|
=|a|] ( | } | is the Euclidian norm) if a # Im A, the latter being infinite if
a{0. Now let
A(X ) :=|[%2 | % # 1 7 %2 # [&X, X]s]|.
Then we have
A(X )=|[[%]t | % # 1 & K(X )]|
= |[[%, &%] | % # 1 & K(X )"Im A]|+E(X )
=|(N_Zs&1) & K(X )|+E(X),
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3 Consequently, although 1 is possibly not closed under multiplication, 1 is always closed
under squaring.
where E(X) :=|[ |%|2 | % # 1 & Im A 7 |%|2X]|=|[n # N0 | nX 7 rs&1 (n)
>0]| , so that E(X )X+1 universally, and in the case s=3 (cf. Nowak
[13])
(2.1) E(X )=X :
K
k=0
:k (log X)&12&k+O(X(log X )&32&K)(X  )
with arbitrary K # N0 and certain constants :k (0kK ), :0=
:=0.76422... .
Similarly for
A (X ) :=|[%2 | % # Z8 7 |Re(%2)|, |Im(%2)|X] |,
A (X)=|[% # Z8 & K (X ) | Re(%)>0]|+O(X).
3. ON PSI-SUMS AND PSI-INTEGRALS
Let the rounding error function  be defined by
(z)=z&[z]& 12 (z # R)
throughout the paper. ([ ] are the Gauss brackets.)
For the proof of Theorem 1 we will need estimates of two -sums which
occur in the divisor problem and the circle problem. To obtain these
estimates the Discrete Hardy-Littlewood Method is required.4
Lemma 1. Let C1 be an absolute constant. Then as t  ,
:
anb
 \ tn+<<t2373 (log t)461146
uniformly in 1abC - t.
Proof. Dyadic division plus [8, Theorem 18.2.3] with T=t and
F(x)= 1x .
Corollary 1. Let C1 be an absolute constant. Further let F, :, ; :
R+  R with 1:(t);(t)C - t for all t # R+, and let ( ft)t>0 be a
family of real-valued, monotonic functions on [:(t), ;(t)] such that
| ft (u)|F(t) for all t # R+ and all u # [:(t), ;(t)]. Then as t  ,
:
:(t)n;(t)
ft (n)  \ tn+<<F(t) t2373 (log t)461146.
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4 See Huxley [8] for a profound presentation of the method and its various applications to
important problems of geometry and analytic number theory.
Proof. Abelian summation plus Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let { be an absolute constant, 0<{<1. Then as r  ,
:
h<nr
(- r2&n2)<<r4673 (log r)315146
uniformly in {rhr.
Proof. This has already been proved in [11] by applying [8, Theorem
18.2.3].
Lemma 3. Let f and g be real-valued, monotonic functions on [:, ;]/R.
Then
} |
;
:
f (t) g(t) (t) dt } 12 ( max:t; | f (t)| ) ( max:t; | g(t)| ).
Proof. Twice the second mean-value theorem plus the estimate
|ba (t) dt| 
1
8 .
4. LATTICE POINTS IN BALLS: PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Notation. Throughout the paper, for any bounded, measurable set
D/Rn let vol D denote the n-dimensional volume and *D :=| D & Zn | the
number of lattice points in D.
For n # N and R1 let Bn (R) denote the closed n-dimensional ball with
radius R and the center in the origin,
Bn (R)=[(x1 , x2 ,..., xn) # Rn | x21+x
2
2+ } } } +x
2
nR
2].
Note that (cf. Fricker [4])
(4.1) vol Bn (R)=&n Rn with &n :=vol Bn (1)=
?n2
1 \1+n2+
.
Especially, &1=2 and &7=16 ?3105.
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Now, let 2n (R) :=*Bn (R)&vol Bn (R) denote the lattice rest of the
n-dimensional ball. Then it is well-known (cf. Fricker [4]) that
(4.2) 24 (R)<<R2 (1+log R)23 and 2n (R)<<Rn&2 (n5).
Further, we obviously have
(4.3) 21 (R)=&2(R).
Concerning the situation in dimension two and three, the sharpest-known
estimates read
(4.4) 22 (R)<<R4673 (1+log R)315146
due to Huxley (cf. [8]), and
(4.5) 23 (R)<<R2116+=
due to Chamizo and Iwaniec [1] and Heath-Brown [5].
Concerning the lattice points on the surface of the balls we note that
(4.6)
*(Bn (R))<<Rn&2 (n5) and *(Bn (R))<<Rn&2+= (n2),
since Bn (R)/Bn(R)"Bn (- R2&R&n) and vol Bn (R)&vol Bn(- R2&R&n)
<<R&2 and rn (t)<<t=+(n&2)2.
In order to prove Theorem 2 we write
A (X )= :
a # N
*K a(X )+O(X ),
where
K a(X ) :={(a1 , a2 , } } } , a7) # R3 | &X+a2a21+ } } } +a27
min {X+a2, X
2
4a2== ,
which is always a ball with another (possibly empty) concentric ball taken
out of it. Clearly, K a(X)=< if a>- (- 2+1) X2. Then, with reference
to (4.6), we have
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A (X )= :
0<a- (- 2&1)2 X
*B7 (- X+a2)
+ :
- (- 2&1)2 X<a- (- 2+1)2 X
*B7 \X2a+
& :
- X<a- (- 2+1)2 X
*B7 (- a2&X)+O(X 3).
Now we replace *B7 by vol B7, which (by (4.2)) produces a total error
<<X3, and apply (4.1), the Euler summation formula (cf. [9]) and Lemma 3.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Referring to Section 2 we have A(X )=a # N *Ka(X )+E(X), where
Ka(X ) :={(a1 , ..., as&1) # Rs&1 } a2&Xa21+ } } } +a2s&1
a2+X 7 |ai |
X
2a
(1i<s)= .
Clearly, the sum is always finite since Ka(X)=< if a2&X>(s&1) X2(4a2).
Now our program is counting lattice points in the (s&1)-dimensional
domain Ka(X ) for every a # N and then summing up.
Obviously, Ka(X )=Bs&1 (- a2+X) & [&X(2a), X(2a)]s&1 if a- X,
and Ka(X )=Bs&1 (- a2+X) & [&X(2a), X(2a)]s&1"(Bs&1 (- a2&X))%
if a- X. Note that, Ka(X )=Bs&1 (- a2+X) if a- (- 2&1)2 X,
and Ka(X )=[&X(2a), X(2a)]s&1 if - (- s&1)2 Xa<- X, which of
course is meaningless if s9. (If s8 we even have Ka(X )=
[&X(2a), X(2a)]s&1"(Bs&1 (- a2&X))% for a- X.)
For abbreviation, define constants
ck :=- k+1&12 , dk :=
- k+1+1
2
( 0k<s ).
Further, for H, R0 and 0ks&2 let
Sk (R, H ) :=[(a1 , ..., as&1) # Bs&1 (R) | \i # [1, 2,..., k] : ai>H].
In particular, S0 (R, H )=Bs&1 (R).
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Since Bs&1 (- a2+X)#[&X(2a), X(2a)]s&1 iff acs&1 - X, and
because of symmetry, we can write
A(X )&E(X )= :
0<ads&1 - X
*Ka(X )
= :
cs&1 - X<ads&1 - X
* _&X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
+ :
0<acs&1 - X
:
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k *Sk \- a2+X,
X
2a+
& :
- X<ads&1 - X
:
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k *Sk \- a2&X,
X
2a+
+O(X (s&2)2+=).
The error term arises from the irregular counting of the lattice points on
the surfaces of the smaller balls by applying (4.6).
Since Sk (R, H ){< iff kH2<R2, we have Sk (- a2+X, X(2a)){< iff
a>ck - X, and for a>- X, Sk (- a2&X, X(2a)){< iff a>dk- X. Hence
we obtain
(5.1)
A(X )&E(X )=C(X )+ :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k 7k (X )
& :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k Tk (X )+O(X (s&2)2+=),
with
(5.2)
C(X ) := :
cs&1 - X<ads&1 - X
* _&X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
,
7k (X ) := :
ck - X<acs&1 - X
*Sk \- a2+X , X2a+ (0ks&2),
and
(5.3) Tk (X) := :
dk - X<ads&1 - X
*Sk \- a2&X, X2a+ (0ks&2).
In order to reach our goal we will count the lattice points in (s&1)-
dimensional cubes and in the sets Sk (R, H ).
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Concerning lattice points in cubes we immediately derive
*[&H, H]s&1=vol[&H, H]s&1&(s&1) 2s&1H s&2(H )+O(H s&3).
Hence, by Corollary 1,
(5.4)
C(X )= :
cs&1 - X<ads&1 - X
vol _&X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
+O(X (s&2)2+2373 (log X )461146).
Since a better O-term can only be obtained by improving the sharpest-
known estimate in the divisor problem, in the following we may allow
any estimate which leads to a total error that is not coarser than
O(X (s&2)2+2373 (log X )461146).5
Concerning the lattice points in the domains Sk we make use of the
following proposition, which will be proved in Section 6.
Proposition 1. Let 0ks&2 and H, R1 with k H2<R2 and
R<<H. Then as R  ,
*Sk (R, H )=vol Sk (R, H )+(H ) Fk (R, H )
+O(Rs&3+4673 (log R)315146),
where F0 ( } , })=0 and for k{0, Fk ( } , }) is a real-valued function such that
(i) Fk (R1 , H1)Fk (R2 , H2) if R1R2 and H1H2 ,
(ii) Fk (R, H)<<Rs&2 uniformly in H.
Consequently, after substituting R=- a2\X and H= X2a in (5.2) and
(5.3), we obtain for 0ks&2
(5.5)
7k (X )= :
ck - X<acs&1 - X
vol Sk \- a2+X, X2a+
+O(X (s&2)2+2373 (log X )461146)
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5 If s8 then we have to sum up whole cubes for cs&1 - Xa- X, whence the error
term arises inevitably. If s9 it is just possible that another preparation of the problem yields
a better estimate of the total error. But since the intersections of K(X ) with - X many
‘‘integral’’ hyperplanes are either large parts of cubes or contain the vertical pieces of cubes
we believe that the given error is inevitable in the case s9 as well.
and
(5.6)
Tk (X )= :
dk - X<ads&1 - X
vol Sk \- a2&X, X2a+
+O(X (s&2)2+2373 (log X )461146),
since, by Corollary 1,
:
- X<<a<<- X
 \X2a+ Fk \- a2\X,
X
2a+
<<X (s&2)2+2373 (log X )461146 (1ks&2).
Now we insert (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.1) and apply the Euler summa-
tion formula. We have
vol Sk \- (c2k+1) X, - X2ck +=0 (1ks&2),
vol S0 (- (c20+1) X, })=vol Bs&1 (- X),
vol Sk \- (d 2k&1) X, - X2dk +=0 (0ks&2),
and, by an obvious geometric argument,
vol _& - X2cs&1 ,
- X
2cs&1&
s&1
= :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k vol Sk \- (c2s&1+1) X,
- X
2cs&1+
and
vol _& - X2ds&1 ,
- X
2ds&1&
s&1
= :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k vol Sk \- (d 2s&1&1) X,
- X
2ds&1+ ,
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so that all but one of the 4s&2 -terms are annihilated, and by
1
2
vol K(X)=|
ds&1- X
0
vol Ka(X ) da
=|
ds&1- X
cs&1- X
vol _&X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
da
+ :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k |
cs&1 - X
ck - X
vol Sk \- a2+X, X2a+ da
& :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k |
ds&1 - X
dk - X
vol Sk \- a2&X, X2a+ da
we finally arrive at
A(X )=
1
2
vol K(X)&
1
2
vol Bs&1 (- X)+C (X )
+ :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k 7 k (X)
& :
s&2
k=0 \
s&1
k + (&2)k T k (X)+E(X )+O(X s2&5073 (log X )461146),
where
C (X ) :=|
ds&1 - X
cs&1 - X \
d
da
vol _& X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
+ (a) da,
7 k (X ) :=|
cs&1 - X
ck - X \
d
da
vol Sk \- a2+X, X2a++ (a) da (0ks&2),
T k (X ) :=|
ds&1 - X
dk - X \
d
da
vol Sk \- a2&X, X2a++ (a) da (0ks&2).
Note that vol K(X )=X s2 vol K(1) and vol K(1) =2s;s (where ;s is the
constant in Theorem 1) and (cf. (4.1)) vol Bs&1 (- X) =&s&1 X (s&1)2.
Further note that if 2s (X ) :=X s2&5073 (log X)461146 then E(X)<<2s (X )
for s4 and 23 (X )<<X(log X )&12&k for every k # N0 . Thus we may set
2(X )=E(X)+2s (X ), where E(X ) is represented by (2.1) with K=0.
Since
d
da
vol S0 (- a2\X, } )=(s&1) &s&1 (a2\X ) (s&3)2a
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and
d
da
vol _&X2a ,
X
2a&
s&1
=
d
da \
X
a+
s&1
=&(s&1) \Xa+
s&1 1
a
,
we derive, after applying Lemma 3,
C (X ), 7 0 (X ), T 0 (X)<<X (s&2)2,
so that the proof of Theorem 1 is concluded if we can show that also
(5.7) 7 k (X ), T k (X )<<X (s&2)2 (1ks&2).
In order to achieve this estimate we apply the following proposition,
which will be verified in Section 7, together with Lemma 3, so that then the
proof of Theorem 1 is finished.
Proposition 2. If 1ks&2 then for
X \- k+112 +aX \
- s1
2 + ,
d
da
vol Sk \- a2\X, X2a+= f (\)k (X, a)+
kX
2a2
g (\)k (X, a),
where f (\)k ( } , }), g
(\)
k ( } , }) are real-valued functions having the properties
(i) f (\)k (X, a), g
(\)
k (X, a) are increasing in a for every X,
(ii) f (\)k (X, a), g
(\)
k (X, a)<<X
(s&2)2 uniformly in a.
6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
In view of (4.2), (4.4), and (4.5) there is nothing to prove if k=0. Let
1ks&2 and H, R1 with k H2<R2 and R<<H. For abbreviation,
set A2n := a
2
1+ } } } +a
2
n for any n-tuple (a1 ,..., an) # R
n, and put A20 :=0.
Further, define half-open intervals In formally by
In :=]H, - R2&(k&n) H2&A2n&1] (1nk).
Finally let
D=D(k, R, H ) :=[(a1 , ..., ak) # Rk | a1 , ..., ak>H 7 a21+ } } } +a
2
kR
2].
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Then we can write
(6.1) *Sk (R, H )= :
(a1 , ..., ak) # D
*Bs&1&k (- R2&A2k)
= :
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak # Ik
*Bs&1&k (- R2&A2k).
Now let .k (t) :=vol Bs&1&k (- t) so that .k (t)=.k (1) t(s&1&k)2. Then,
by applying the formulae in section 4, we have as r  ,
*Bs&1&k (r)=.k (r2)+O(rs&3&k+4673 (log r)315146) (1ks&3)
and
*B1 (r)=.s&2 (r2)&2(r).
Consequently, by replacing ‘‘*’’ by ‘‘vol’’ in (6.1) and by applying Lemma
26 in the case that k=s&2, we obtain for 1ks&2,
*Sk (R, H )=
:
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak # Ik
.k (R2&A2k)+O(R
s&3+4673 (log R)315146).
Now we apply the Euler summation formula to the iterated sum step by
step. We have
:
ak # Ik
.k (R2&A2k)=|
- R2&A2k&1
H
.k (R2&A2k) dak
+(H ) .k (R2&H 2&A2k&1)&.k (1)(s&1&k)
_|
- R2&A2k&1
H
ak (R2&A2k)
(s&3&k)2 (ak) dak .
If ks&3 then, by Lemma 3, the -integral is <<Rs&2&k, hence
:
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak&1 # Ik&1
(&.k (1)(s&1&k))
_|
Ik
ak (R2&A2k)
(s&3&k)2 (ak) dak<<Rs&3
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6 Although it is not important for the proof of Theorem 1, it should be mentioned that the
assumption R<<H in Proposition 1 may be dropped since, by an unpublished result of the
author concerning -sums related to the circle problem, the estimate of Lemma 2 holds also
in the case that the constant {=0.
provided that ks&3. If k=s&2 we put r2=R2&A2k&1 and make use of
|
r&1
H
t
- r2&t2
(t) dt<<
r&1
- r2&(r&1)2
<<- r (Hr&1)
(Lemma 3!) and
} |
r
r&1
t
- r2&t2
(t) dt }|
r
r&1
t
- r2&t2
dt=- 2r&1<<- r,
so that the -integral is <<- R if k=s&2.
In summary,
*Sk (R, H )= :
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak&1 # Ik&1
|
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak
+(H ) :
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak&1 # Ik&1
.k (R2&H 2&A2k&1)
+O(Rs&3+4673 (log R)315146).
If k=1 then the expressions  } } }  do not occur. Note that the second
-term in the Euler summation formula always vanishes since
In+1 |an=max In=< (1nk&2),
If k2 then in the next step we derive
:
ak&1 # Ik&1
|
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak
=|
Ik&1
|
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak dak&1
+(H ) |
Ik&1
.k (R2&H 2&A2k&2&a
2
k) dak
+|
Ik&1 \
d
dak&1 |Ik .k (R
2&A2k) dak+ (ak&1) dak&1 .
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Concerning the -integral we are lucky that the boundary terms in the
formula for differentiating parameter integrals vanish and compute
d
dak&1 |Ik .k (R
2&A2k) dak
=& .k (1)(s&1&k) ak&1|
Ik
(R2&A2k)
(s&3&k)2 dak .
We observe that the last integral is increasing in ak&1 , which is obvious if
ks&3 and follows from
|
r
H
(r2&u2)&12 du=arccos \Hr + (Hr)
in the case where k=s&2. Hence, by Lemma 3,
|
Ik&1 \
d
dak&1 |Ik .k (R
2&A2k) dak+ (ak&1) dak&1<<Rs&1&k
and thus
:
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak&2 # Ik&2
|
Ik&1 \
d
dak&1 |Ik .k (R
2&A2k) dak+ (ak&1) dak&1
<<Rs&3.
In summary we have,
*Sk (R, H )= :
a1 # I1
:
a2 # I2
} } } :
ak&2 # Ik&2
|
Ik&1
|
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak dak&1
+(H ) f1 (R, H )+(H ) f2 (R, H )
+O(Rs&3+4673 (log R)315146),
with
f1 (R, H ) := :
a1 # I1
} } } :
ak&2 # Ik&2
:
ak&1 # Ik&1
.k (R2&H 2&A2k&1)
and
f2 (R, H ) := :
a1 # I1
} } } :
ak&2 # Ik&2
|
Ik&1
.k (R2&H 2&A2k&2&a
2
k) dak .
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Obviously, for i=1, 2, fi (R, H )<<Rs&2 and
(6.2) fi (R1 , H1) fi (R2 , H2) if R1R2 and H1H2 .
In the following two steps, if there still are any, we similarly get (if k3 )
f3 (R, H ) := :
a1 # I1
} } } :
ak&3 # Ik&3
|
Ik&2
|
r1
H
_.k (R2&H2&A2k&3&a
2
k&1&a
2
k) dak dak&1 ,
with r21=R
2&H 2&A2k&3&a
2
k&1 , and (if k4 )
f4 (R, H ) := :
a1 # I1
} } } :
ak&4 # Ik&4
|
Ik&3
|
\2
H
|
\1
H
_.k (R2&H2&A2k&4&a
2
k&2&a
2
k&1&a
2
k) dak dak&1 dak&2 ,
with \21=R
2&H2&A2k&4&a
2
k&2&a
2
k&1 and \
2
2=R
2&2H2&A2k&4&a
2
k&2 .
Continuing the process we finally produce k functions fi (R, H ) which
always equal iterated sums of iterated integrals. Thereby the integrands are
.k (R2&H2&A2k+a
2
i ) (1ik), whence they increase if R increases
and H decreases. The summation and integration domains equal
Ij |ai=H=]H, - R
2&(k& j+1) H2&A2j&1+a
2
i ] (1i< jk),
whence for every interval I=I(R, H ) of that type, I(R1 , H1)/I(R2 , H2) if
R1R2 and H1H2 . Consequently, the functions fi (R, H ) satisfy (6.2)
and are <<Rs&2.
Observing that
&
d
dak&m
max Ik&m+1=
ak&m
max Ik&m+1

R
H
(1m<k)
and
(6.3) (max Ik&m+2) |ak&m+1=max Ik&m+1=H (2mk),
whence for 1m<k,
d
dak&m |Ik&m+1 } } } |Ik&1 |Ik .k (R
2&A2k) dak dak&1 } } } dak&m+1
= &.k (1)(s&1&k) ak&m |
Ik&m+1
} } } |
Ik&1
|
Ik
_(R2&A2k)
(s&3&k)2dak dak&1 } } } dak&m+1 ,
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with the last integral increasing in ak&m and <<Rs&3&k+m, whence
|
Ik&m \
d
dak&m |Ik&m+1 } } } |Ik.k (R
2&A2k) dak } } } dak&m+1+
_(ak&m) dak&m<<Rs&2&k+m,
we finally arrive at
*Sk (R, H )=|
I1
|
I2
} } } |
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak dak&1 } } } da1
+ :
k
n=1
(H) fn (R, H )+O(Rs&3+4673 (log R)315146),
where fn (R, H ) (1nk) are real-valued functions which are <<Rs&2
and satisfy (6.2).
Now we set Fk (R, H)=kn=1 fn (R, H), so that Fk ( } , } ) satisfies condi-
tions (i) and (ii). Since
|
I1
|
I2
} } } |
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak dak&1 } } } da1
=|| } } } |
D(k, R, H )
.k (R2&A2k) d(a1 , a2 , ..., ak)=vol Sk (R, H ),
this finishes the proof of Propositon 1.
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
For 1ks&2 and a, X>0 let
D (\)1 (k, X, a) :={(a1 , ..., ak) # Rk | a1 , ..., ak X2a 7 a21+ } } } +a2ka2\X=
and
D (\)2 (k, X, a) :={(a1 , ..., ak&1) # Rk&1 | a1 , ..., ak&1

X
2a
7 a21+ } } } +a
2
k&1a
2\X&
X2
4a2= .
(For purists, D (\)2 (1, X, a)=[<].)
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Then for a in the domain where Sk (- a2\X, X(2a)) is well defined and
not empty,
vol Sk \- a2\X, X2a+
=|| } } } |
D1
(\)
(k, X, a)
vol Bs&1&k (- a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a2k)) d(a1 , ..., ak).
We differentiate the k-dimensional integral by differentiating the one-
dimensional parameter integrals step by step and obtain for
(7.1)
X \- k+112 +aX \
- s1
2 + ,
d
da
vol Sk \- a2\X, X2a+=f (\)k (X, a)+
kX
2a2
g (\)k (X, a),
where
f (\)k (X, a)
=|| } } } |
D1
(\)
(k, X, a)
d
da
vol Bs&1&k (- a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a2k)) d(a1 , ..., ak)
and
g (\)k (X, a)=|| } } } |
D2
(\)
(k, X, a)
vol Bs&1&k
_\a2\X& X
2
4a2
&(a21+ } } } +a
2
k&1)+ d(a1 , ..., ak&1).
(If k=1 then g (\)1 (X, a)=vol Bs&2 (- a2\X& X
2
4a2
).) In order to verify this
assertion, which is plain if k=1, we note that while we differentiate
|
I1
|
I2
} } } |
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak dak&1 } } } da1=vol Sk (R, H)
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(with R=- a2\X, H= X2a , and .k , I1 , ..., Ik , A2n as in Section 6), the
upper boundary term always vanishes because of (6.3) and (for a in the
relevant interval)
d
da
max In=
a+(k&n) H2a&1
max In
s ( a1 # I1 , ..., an&1 # In&1 ; 1nk).
On the other hand, the lower boundary term produces k times the term
X
2a2 g
(\)
k (X, a), since
&
dH
da
=
X
2a2
3 and Ik&m+1 |ak&m=H=Ik&m (1m<k),
whence (after renaming the variables) for 1m<k,
|
Ik&m+1
} } } |
Ik
.k (R2&A2k) dak } } } dak&m+1 |ak&m=H
=|
Ik&m
} } } |
Ik&1
.k (R2&H 2&A2k&1) dak&1 } } } dak&m ,
so that (7.1) follows since
|
I1
} } } |
Ik&m&1 \|Ik&m+1 } } } |Ik .k (R
2&A2k)
dak } } } dak&m+1+ak&m=H dak&m&1 } } } da1
=|
I1
} } } |
Ik&1
.k (R2&H2&A2k&1) dak&1 } } } da1= g
(\)
k (X, a).
Clearly, D (\)2 (k, X, a)/D
(\)
2 (k, X, a$) if aa$. Hence g
(\)
k (X, a) is
increasing in a since the integrand is nonnegative and increasing in a.
Further, g (\)k (X, a)<<X
(s&2)2 uniformly in a ( 0ks&3 ).
Concerning f (\)k (X, a) we note that
d
da
vol Bs&1&k (- a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a2k))
=&s&1&k (s&1&k) (a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a
2
k))
(s&k&3)2a.
Provided that k<s&2, (a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a
2
k))
(s&k&3)2 a is increasing
in a and <<(- X)s&2&k. Hence, since D (\)1 (k, X, a) is also ‘‘/’’-increasing
in a, f (\)k (X, a) is increasing in a and f
(\)
k (X, a)<<X
(s&2)2 uniformly in
a (1ks&3).
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The case k=s&2 requires an extra investigation.
For (a1 , ..., as&3) # D (\)2 (s&2, X, a) let
D (\)4 =D
(\)
4 (X, a; a1 , ..., as&3) :=_X2a , - a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a2s&3)& .
Then
f (\)s&2(X, a)=2 |
D2
(\)
(s&2, X, a)
| } } } | a |
D4
(\)
_(a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a
2
s&3)&a
2
s&2)
&12
_das&2 d(a1 , ..., as&3)
=2 || } } } |
D2
(\)
(s&2, X, a)
a arccos
_\ X2a - a2\X&(a21+ } } } +a2s&3)+ d(a1 , ..., as&3).
(If s=3 then the expressions  } } } D2(\)(s&2, X, a) and d(a1 , ..., as&3) do not
occur.)
Since the last integrand is oviously increasing in a, and since (for s4)
D(\)2 (s&2, X, a) is ‘‘/’’-increasing in a, we conclude that f
(\)
s&2(X, a) is
increasing in a as well.
Finally we have f (\)s&2(X, a)<<X
(s&3)2a<<X (s&2)2, and this concludes
the proof of Proposition 2.
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